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VIDEO: THE NEW HOMEOWNERS BOT IN 2 MINUTES
https://youtu.be/vmrHwSTsa6M

This is MittMedia
● Mittmedia is Sweden’s biggest local media company.
Not only in geographical size but also in the number
of people we reach every day.
● MittMedia has currently over 20 local digital media
brands and 28 newspapers.
● During the fall of 2016 Mittmedia launched its revised
paid content strategy. And it has been a huge success.
This was not the first or even the second try to
implement a sustainable digital subscription business
model. What was different this time? There is a solid
foundation in data. A focus on the content. What are
the needs of the readers?
● We need to innovate every day in order to stay
relevant and retain the subscribers.

Why the Homeowners Bot?
How much did your new neighbor pay? Who bought the house you couldn't afford?
This is of interest to most people and, as we saw in our data, of exceptional interest to MittMedia's
readers.
We decided to start writing articles of every property sold. It wouldn't make sense for our reporters to
do this.
The solution? We built the Homeowner Bot.
It is now our most efficient "employee" with over 10,000 articles in 4 months. It's the most read type
of article by our paying users and it has converted hundreds of users into digital subscribers.

Record breaking house sold on Norrlidsgatan

The 310 square meter house on Norrlidsgatan 23 in Sundsvall, is the most
expensive property sold in Sundsvall this year. The buyer is Maria Norrberg,
67, and she bought it from Vilmer Nyberg, 54.
The affair was finalized in October 2017 and the price was 12 million krona,
which is 38 710 krona per square meter. In addition to the main house, built in
1965, the deal also includes two more buildings on the same property.
Recently another house was sold nearby, at Norrlidsgatan 34, when a 235
square meter house went for 7,5 million crowns.
MittMedia’s Text Robot

Example of an article
written by the
Homeowners Bot.
Translated from Swedish to English

Click the
links to see
for yourself
(in Swedish)

http://www.na.se/bostadspuls/7-300-000-kronor-for-stor-villa-i-orebro

http://www.lt.se/bostad/ny-agare-till-hus-i-jarna-1

How does the Bot work?
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Together with United Robots, Scandinavia's leading robot journalism company, we developed a
simple yet efficient automation.
United Robots, founded by MittMedia and two other partners, have built a powerful text
automation platform that MittMedia's editors used to develop the Homeowners Bot.

How Does It Work?

Data

Analysis

Article

The bot's most important feature is selecting the right angle. By analyzing the property data,
provided by Sweden's Land Registration Authority, the bot finds the most interesting angle and
writes a headline.
Knowing how important images are for user engagement we have also developed an image
service by using Google Street View. Using Google algorithms that interprets what's in the picture
we make sure we choose the best house image available.

The Results:
It’s the most read type of articles

If the Homeowner Bot were a human it would be
our most effective employee
If the Homeowners Bot were a human
journalist it would by far be our most
effective employee–at a fraction of the
cost:
● In the 4 months the robot has been
active it's written more than 10,000
articles.
● The Homeowners Bot is number 1 when
we sort the number of pageviews by
byline, outperforming all human
journalists. (See the Top-5 list on the
right.)
● Over 300 users, and that's a lot, have
been converted into digital subscribers
from an Homeowner Bot article.

Reporter

Published articles
behind paywall

Pageviews
behind paywall

8,447

1,077,112

2. Andreas Olsen,
sports reporter

191

689,600

3. Fredrik Sjölund,
sports reporter

153

599,640

4. Amelia Mauritzon,
sports reporter

133

581,194

5. Sanna Svanebo,
sports reporter

167

556,141

1. Mittmedia’s
text robot

And the text quality is so good the readers
don’t even notice it’s written by a robot
We are very transparent about the
fact that a robot has written the
articles. The byline on each article
states “MittMedia’s Text Robot”.
But that’s not something our users
care about or even notice.
In a survey sent out only to users that
we know have read the articles 2 out
of 3 didn’t notice.

Did you notice that the
article you have just
read is written by a
robot?
(102 responses)

